By RAY HAMILTON

The deadline for filing petitions for Student Government office has been extended to Wednesday at 3 PM, by a unanimous decision of the SC Judiciary. This action was taken when it was found on Friday, the first day of the official closing date, that candidates for more than fourteen positions were unopposed. The committee felt that a situation where half of the candidates had not in the best interests of the Student Government, and students should be given a further opportunity to file petitions.

As of last night, there were four candidates running for Student Body President and three for vice president. The presidential aspirants are Martin Gruberg, Hank Stern, and Manny Solomon. The vice-presidential candidates are Harold Jones, Barney McCaffrey and Hank Stern.

Jared Jussim is so far unopposed for Secretary and Dudley McConnell is alone in the race for Treasurer.

The candidates for Senior Class president are Meyer Baden and Allen Bard. Ira Goldberg, Lionel SCHNEDLER and JoaSHaiken are vying for vice president of the Class of 1956. In the Class of 1956 all candidates for class office are unopposed as of now. They are: president, Martin Gruberg; vice-president, David Goldstein; treasurer, Joel Resnick. There is no candidate yet announced for secretary of the class. Mel Copeland, Harold Gainer, Jack Levine, John Sherwood and Barry Weinberg are running for SC rep in '56.

The Class of 1957 is more active with the presidency and vice-presidency in contest. Ed Katz and David Newman are competing for president, while Eugene Brodsky and Dorothy Goldberger are running for vice president. Five candidates hope to win the two SC seats from this class. They are Eric Brown, Zeven Friedman, Eliza Gorchin, Saul Szpeck and Judson Yalkut.

By extending the deadline, the Student Council hopes that more people will become candidates.
A Fast Start

We note Dr. Gallagher's rapid appointment of the members of the General Faculty Committee of Five with optimism.

The year that the General Faculty has provided for the re-writing of the student and faculty roles in extra-curricular activities may seem like a long time. But considering the job which must be done, the day of review will probably arrive around all to quickly. The time saved at the starting gate will come in handy later on.

We will not comment on the merit of the individual appointments though it does seem curious to us that several persons who have been closely identified with the present system have been chosen to undertake the drastic revisions necessary. We hope that the Committee President Gallagher has noted this;

We will continue the good work. Candidacy for Council is a whole new opportunity to serve the cause of campus democracy.

Curriculum Changes

The recent recommendations of the Faculty Council of the College of Liberal Arts and Science concerning curriculum changes hold considerable merit.

Students have long sought a more flexible curriculum to accommodate their needs. The recommendations made this semester provide an opportunity for curricular revision.

Your Opportunity

Potential candidates for Student Government office have been seeking extra days to file nominations. The Observation Post, as a firm believer in student participation in College affairs, would like to urge as many students as can spare the time to seek positions.

Sign for Profs., Not Courses: Says Colorado U. Newspaper

A method of going through college without any undue specification of the brain is suggested in an editorial in the Colorado Daily, University of Colorado: (ACP) . . . How many times have you taken an elective course with a very interesting name only to have it "murdered" by your professor? Not often, perhaps, but often enough. Have you had courses go flat, dead, dull, uninspiring and, consequently, unfruitful ... by comparison with courses in the same department?

The answer? Sign up for professors, not courses. You will have limitations, and you will have to get plenty of opinions from more advanced students in the department, but it's our own education you must consider first.

If you don't like the name of the course but have heard many favorable things about the professor, sign up anyway. Chances are you will learn more by accident from a good professor than you would learn from a dull one on purpose.

Test ...

The army announces that another Selective Service Qualification Test will be offered to all those unable to take the last test. Applications may be obtained at any local draft board and must be submitted not later than May 10, 1954. The test will be given May 20, 1954.

VACATION in Colorado Springs

With work toward your BA or MA degree at Colorado College

June 21 to August 13, 1954

• A marvelous place to spend your vacation
• Undergraduate study
• Small classes
• A complete schedule of academic subjects

For further information, write
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSION
COLORADO COLLEGE, DEPT. I
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS

To the two College students who write the best "Pro" and "Con" answers to the following questions:

SHOULD THE VOTING AGE BE LOWERED TO 18 YEARS?

See NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM and SUN Today!
Professor and Student Debate
Merits of Lysenko's Theories

The controversial theories of the Soviet biologist, Trofim D. Lysenko, was the subject of a forum, co-sponsored by the Scientific Phenomena Society and the Marxist Discussion Club, in a meeting Thursday. The guest speaker was
professor Russell L. Biddle (Biol-
ogy), who spoke against the
Lysenko theory of genetics.

Professor Biddle refuted Lysen-
ko's experiments," he declared, "as far as I know, have never been to have been duplicat-
ed the world western." Com-
noring on the state of the Bela-
ian today, Prof. Biddle said, Lysenko's purpose is to improve conditions, anything else is con-
sidered unless by the Soviet govern-
ment. It is not scientific to elimi-
nate controls, for other possi-
ilities as Lysenko has done.

Hal Gainer, an upper soph and
major in the Chemistry, defend-
Soviet science. He said that profes-
sors has been given Lysenko's ex-
periments through the work of two scientists in the United States, which showed that ac-
quired characteristics can be in-
herited.

Leslie K. Wells, a professor of
Philosophy at the Jefferson
School of Social Science, was
originally scheduled to speak for Lysenko but was unable to at-
tend due to the press of business.

Award...

Applications for the $200 scholarship of the Morris Ra-
phil Cohen Student Memorial
Fund can be obtained from the
Department of Science Life (Rm. 120 Main) before May 15.

Any graduating Senior may
apply for the award, which is
granted on the basis of scholar-
ship, level of aspiration and participation in extra-curricu-
lar activities.

Contest Offers
Cash Awards

Hillel announces that cash
awards of one, two and three hundred dollars are offered by the Yiddish Scientific Institute's
is its sixth annual contest for
original studies on Jewish life in the
United States and Canada.

College seniors and graduate
students are invited to partici-
uate. The studies may be on a
topic pertaining to any phase of
Jewish life, i.e. historical, social,
ecomic, religious, cultural or
educational.

Each entry should contain about
400 words and at least two copies
of the entry must be submitted.

The closing date for submitting a
manuscript is October 15, 1954.

SF Quiz...

(Continued from Page 1)
The members of the panel found
Public to be "the foiling clean-
liness." Public was "unknown the
world over for quality" and the
Telephone Company's directory,
led Book, says "just look me up
any time.

A game of twenty questions,
directing a mystery guest (who turned out to be a cafeteria cash-
r and a game of charades com-
turned to be a cafeteria cash-

Mr. Irving Branman served as
Moderator.

For Fellowship...High Adventure...and a Proud Mission...
wear the wings of the U.S. Air Force!

In days gone by, young men in shining
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kind
of man rules the age—America's Knight of the
Sky, the Air Force Pilot! They rule from on high, in flashing silver-winged
Air Force jet, a gallant band that all
America looks up to! Like the Knights of
old, they are few in number, but they
represent their Nation's greatest strength.

If you are single, between the ages of
19 and 26, you can join this select
team and serve with the finest. You will be

graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earn-
ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings will
mark you as one of the chosen few who
ride the skies in Air Force jets. As an Air Force pilot, your kingdom is
spacex as you change the course of
which you fight the battles of tomorrow.

The Spartan Band that held the past,
The Knights of America's storm
The Light Brigade that charged the guns,
Across the battle plain Can claim no greater glory than
The dedicated few Who wear the Wings of Silver ... on a field of Air Force Blue.

America's Knights of the Sky...
The City College baseball team came from behind to slug its way to an 8-6 triumph over a weak Queens College nine on Saturday, after the Beavers' porous infield play had sent them down to a 6-4 defeat at the hands of Manhattan the day before.

Sporting a batting order drastically shaken up in an effort to snap the squad's prolonged hitting slump, City nominated Joe Galletta the surprise of the mound staff, to stop the Jaspers in a Met Loop encounter.

The Beavers jumped to a quick 1 to 0 advantage in the top of the first inning on a run scoring single by Nat Baretz. The loose play of the Lavender infielders, who committed seven errors during the contest told the real story.

Despite a recurrence of the sloppy fielding which marred the Manhattan game, the Beavers emerged victorious over Queens in an 8-6 slugfest the next day.

Coach Sol Mishkin juggled the Lavender lineup again, and this time he came up with a winning combination. Nacinovich, shackled by a hitting slump, was benched in favor of Sophomore John Ryan, at first. Raoul Nacinovich, Paul's brother replaced Mike Kucklinca, who had been shaky afield.

The Jaspers came up with five runs on only one hit and one walk when the Beaver infield fell apart and made five errors, giving Manhattan the lead and the ball game.

Brendel. However, the young pitcher was shelled to the showers in the midst of a three run third after having yielded three additional tallies in the second. He was soon joined by fireman Al Altomare who was greeted by a flurry of Queens hits. Jerry Sherman, another second-line hurler making his first appearance, finally halted the Knights. With the score 6-4 in favor of Queens, the Beavers closed the gap to one run in the bottom half of the inning, and with Sherman holding the Knights scoreless for the rest of the way, the Lavender picked up two markers in the fourth and one in the seventh to tie the game.

In all, Sherman went seven and two-thirds innings, allowing only two hits, while Baretz pitched in with a horder and Larry Cutler contributed a double and a single. While the Queens game was not a Met Loop contest, the loss to Manhattan dropped the Beavers into a fourth place tie with the Jaspers who also own a 2-3 Conference record.